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March 19th 2014:Music for a Meaningful Life
How can music deepen our experience of life, especially when
life is difficult? As a result of the challenges in his own life,
Gary Malkin, a multiple Emmy® and Clio® award-winning
composer, producer, performer and public speaker, explored
the ways he could apply his considerable experience and
talent to that question. What resulted was a large body of work
in multiple media supporting people as they face life’s
challenges. Listen in to learn how Gary came to use his music
and creative power for healing purposes and how we can all
integrate what moves us into how we face what’s hard
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Featured Guest
Gary Malkin
Gary Malkin is an award-winning composer, public speaker, and performer who
inspires the world to embrace music as a catalyst for emotional intelligence, healing,
and a more meaningful life. His work redefines the role of the music in healthcare,
long-term care, and corporate America. A multiple Emmy, Clio, and ASCAP award
recipient, Gary has spent three decades composing music for film, television,
commercials and socially responsible documentaries, preparing him to create
innovative musical solutions for many of the challenges facing our society. Through the
life-affirming company Wisdom of the World, he and music healing pioneer Michael
Stillwater co-created the globally acclaimed CD/bo
Read more
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